Dynamic FM for adults

Today is a
beautiful day

Your hearing aids might do their job perfectly well
when it is quiet, but what about when there is more
noise? In these situations Phonak‘s Dynamic FM
systems can help.

When can a Dynamic FM
transmitter help?
Talking in noisy situations
When having a conversation, background noises such as kitchen or TV
sounds can be distracting and confusing. A Dynamic FM transmitter
helps you focus on the speaker’s words, not the sounds around
them.

In the car
Phone calls and driving are not
an easy mix, even when using a
cellphone’s speaker option. The
Bluetooth technology built into
SmartLink+ lets you connect
this transmitter wirelessly to
your cellphone for effective
hands-free use.
When watching TV
It’s not always convenient to
crank up the TV’s volume to suit
you. With all three of Phonak’s
Dynamic FM transmitters there
is another way: simply attach
the device to your TV’s audio
output for crystal-clear audio
enjoyment.

Nothing less
than the very best
Designed for those who demand the absolute best, this gadgetfriendly Dynamic FM transmitter offers exclusive high-end features,
including:
 Bluetooth connectivity for liberating hands-free cellphone use
 Advanced Bluetooth support for effective MP3 playback
 A hearing instrument remote control
The SmartLink+ also features: three intelligent microphone beam
settings (shown below), Phonak’s SoftLanding technology (ensuring
that you don’t hear a distracting bang when the transmitter is placed
on a hard surface), a useful audio input that allows you to plug in
and enjoy TV, PC and other media devices wirelessly, and a quickcharging battery.

Microphone settings for SmartLink+ and ZoomLink+
SuperZoom
The optimum setting for very noisy situations such as
restaurants. The microphone picks up speech from the
front and suppresses noise from all other directions.

Zoom
The standard setting for everyday situations such as
face-to-face conversations and meetings.

Bringing the sound you
want directly into your ears
This versatile Dynamic FM wireless microphone enables better
hearing and understanding across a wide range of situations – from
family gatherings and parties to restaurants, shopping malls and in
the car.
This sleek, attractive device includes Dynamic FM technology for
listening in very noisy environments, three intelligent microphone
beam settings (shown below), Phonak’s new protective SoftLanding
technology, an audio input for effective wireless TV, PC and audio
use, and a quick-charging battery.

Omni
Designed for quieter situations, this 360° setting picks
up sound from all around the transmitter.

Making any conversation
easier to follow
Ultra-simple to understand and use, the EasyLink+ is an effective,
single-button Dynamic FM microphone.
With just one press for On/Off switching and a fixed microphone beam
setting, EasyLink+ offers the crystal-clear performance benefits
of Dynamic FM in addition to Phonak’s protective SoftLanding
technology, the ability to plug into a TV, PC or other audio device for
effective wireless listening, and super-quick battery charging.

Microphone settings for EasyLink+
Zoom
EasyLink+’s default setting is perfect for everyday
situations such as face-to-face conversations and
meetings. This setting can be re-programmed to
SuperZoom or Omni by a hearing care professional.

Welcome to the world
of Dynamic FM
Thank you for taking the time to learn more about Phonak’s new
Dynamic FM transmitters – SmartLink+, ZoomLink+ and EasyLink+.
By using these high-performance hearing products with the
appropriate Phonak wireless receiver, you will be better able to
understand speech in a range of situations, ensuring that today
truly is a beautiful day.
The 3 new transmitters introduced here bring Phonak’s crystal-clear
Dynamic FM sound technology to adults for the first time, working
with FM hearing receivers to give users with hearing issues a
superbly clear link to the voice of the speaker.

Life is on
We are sensitive to the needs of everyone who depends
on our knowledge, ideas and care. And by creatively
challenging the limits of technology, we develop inno
vations that help people hear, understand and experience
more of life’s rich soundscapes.

www.phonak.com
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Interact freely. Communicate with confidence.
Live without limit. Life is on.

